Clinical Studies in Osteoporosis:

- **Associations Between Bone Mineral Density and Speed of Sound: Canadian Multicentre Osteoporosis Study**
  *McMaster University, University of Calgary, University of Laval, Canada; Presented at SBMR 2007*

- **Canadian Normative Data for Sunlight Omnisense: Canadian Multicentre Osteoporosis Study**
  *McMaster University, University of Calgary, University of Laval, Canada; Presented at SBMR 2007*

- **Ultrasound and DEXA: Comparisons at the Distal Radius**
  S. Grzybowski, K. S. Davison, D. Hein, W. P. Olszynski
  *Saskatoon Osteoporosis Centre, University of Laval, Canada; Presented at SBMR 2007*

- **Comparison of questionnaire and quantitative ultrasound techniques as screening tools for DXA**
  Cook R.B, Collins D, Tucker J, Zioupos P
  *Published on “Osteoporosis International” December 2006*

- **Use of Apparent Transverse Quantitative Ultrasonography to Assess Skeletal Integrity in Layers**
  Martinez-Cummer M. A., Hurtig M. and Leeson S.
  *Published on “Poultry Science” September 2006*

- **Peripheral Bone Status in Rheumatoid Arthritis Evaluated by Digital X-Ray Radiogrammetry Compared with Omnisense**
  *Published on “Calcified Tissue International” January 2006*

- **Osteoporosis in Rett Syndrome: a study on normal values**
  Zysman L, Lotan M, Ben-Zeev B
  *Published on “The scientific World Journal” December 2006*

- **Comparison of questionnaire and quantitative ultrasound techniques as screening tools for DXA**
  Cook R.B, Collins D, Tucker J, Zioupos P
  *Published on “Osteoporosis International” December 2006*

- **Multi-site Ultrasound and Vertebral Deformity: Findings from the Canadian Osteoporosis Study (CaMoS)**
  *McMaster University (Ontario), University of Calgary, University of Laval (Quebec), Canada, Presented 2005*

- **Quantitative ultrasound technology for the assessment of bone status**
  L. Tsoref, T. Schwartz
  *Research Department Sunlight Medical, Tel-Aviv, Israel, Presented ARIEL Conference 2006*

- **Discriminatory ability of magnetic resonance T2* measurements in a sample of postmenopausal women with low-energy fractures: a comparison with phalangeal speed of sound and dual x-ray absorptiometry**
  J. Damilakis, T. Maris, G. Papadokostakis, L. Sideri, N. Gourtsoyiannis
  *University of Crete (Iraklion), Greece, Published Invest. Radiol. 2004*

- **Speed of sound in bone at the tibia: is it related to lower limb bone mineral density in spinal-cord-injured individuals?**
  L M. Giangregorio, C.E. Webber
  *McMaster University (Ontario), Canada, Published Spinal Cord 2004*

- **The Evaluation of Renal Osteodystrophy with Cortical Quantitative Ultrasound at Various Bone Sites**
  J.A.C. da Costa, J.A.S. de Costa, M.C. Foss
  *Faculty of Medicine Ribeirao Preto, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, Published in Renal Failure 2004*

- **Bone mineral density-independent association of quantitative ultrasound measurements and fracture risk in women**
T.V. Nguyen, J.R. Center, John A. Eisman
Garvan Institute of Medical Research, St Vincent’s Hospital, Sydney, Australia, Published 2004

- Bone status in rheumatoid arthritis assessed at peripheral sites by three different quantitative ultrasound devices
  O.R. Madsen, C. Suetta, C. Egsmose, J.S. Lorentzen, O.H. Sorensen
  Osteoporosis Research Clinic, Hvidovre University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark, Published 2004

- Discrimination of hip fractures by quantitative ultrasound of the phalanges and the calcaneus
  and dual X-ray absorptiometry
  University of Crete (Iraklion), Greece, Published 2004

- Bilateral variation in radial bone speed of sound
  H. Vrahoriti, J. Damilakis, G. Papadokostakis, A. Hadjipavlou, N. Gourtsoyiannis
  University of Crete (Iraklion), Greece, Published 2004

- Can geometry-based parameters from pQCT and material parameters from quantitative ultrasound (QUS)
  improve the prediction of radial bone strength over that by bone mass (DXA)?
  M. Hudelmaier, V. Kuhn, E.M. Lochmuller, H. Well, M. Priemel, T.M. Link, F. Eckstein
  Osteoporosis Screening and Research Unit, Guy’s Hospital, London, UK, Published 2004

- Ultrasound velocity through the cortex of phalanges, radius, and tibia in normal and osteoporotic postmenopausal
  women using a new multisite quantitative ultrasound device
  J. Damilakis, G. Papadokostakis, H. Vrahoriti, I. Tsagaraki, K. Perisinakis, A. Hadjipavlou, N. Gourtsoyiannis
  University of Crete (Iraklion), Greece, Published 2004

- Monitoring response to osteoporosis therapy with alendronate by a multisite ultrasound device: a prospective study
  M. Weiss, M. Koren-Michowitz, E. Segal, S. Ish-Shalom
  Assaf Harofeh Medical Center, (Zerifin), Israel, Published 2003

- Can radial bone mineral density and quantitative ultrasound measurements reduce the number of women who need
  axial density skeletal assessment?
  J. Damilakis, G. Papadokostakis, K. Perisinakis, A. Hadjipavlou, N. Gourtsoyiannis
  University of Crete (Iraklion), Greece, Published 2003

- An investigation of unique and shared gene effects on speed of sound and bone density using axial transmission
  quantitative ultrasound and DXA in twins
  St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK, Published 2003

- Effect of alendronate and exercise on bone and physical performance of postmenopausal women:
  a randomized controlled trial
  UKK Institute for Health Promotion Research, (Tampere), Finland, Published 2003

- Risperidone, but Not Olanzapine, Decreases Bone Mineral Density in Female Premenopausal Schizophrenia
  D. Becker, O. Liver, R. Mester, M. Rapoport, A. Weizman, M. Weiss
  Nass Ziona Health Center, Assaf Arofeh Medical Center, Rabin Medical Center, Tel-Aviv University, Israel,

- Bone density in axial and appendicular skeleton in patients with lactose intolerance: influence of calcium intake and
  vitamin D status
Predicting the failure load of the distal radius
M.E. Muller, C.E. Webber, M.L. Bouxsein
McMaster University (Ontario), Canada, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, USA, Published 2003

Discordant effect of body mass index on bone mineral density and speed of sound
M. Steinschneider, P. Hagag, M. J. Rapoport and M. Weiss
Assaf Harofeh Medical Center and Sakler Faculty of Medicine, Tel-Aviv University, Israel, Published 2003

Association between polymorphisms of apolipoprotein E, bone mineral density of the lower forearm, quantitative ultrasound of the calcaneus and osteoporotic fractures in postmenopausal women with hip or lower forearm fracture
Department of Chimal Biochemistry, Hvidovre University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark, Published 2003

Relation of PvuII site polymorphism in the COL1A2 gene to the risk of fractures in prepubertal Finnish girls
M. Suuriniemi, A. Mahonen, V. Kovanen, M. Alen, S. Cheng
Department of Cell Biology and Health Sciences, University of Jyvaskyla, Finland, Published 2003

Ultrasound velocity through the cortex of phalanges, radius, and tibia in normal and osteoporotic postmenopausal women using a new multisite quantitative ultrasound device
J. Damilakis, G. Papadokostakis, H. Vrahori, I. Tsagaraki, K. Perisinakis, A. Hadjipavlou, N. Gourtsoyiannis
University of Crete (Iraklion), Greece, Published 2003

Hip Fracture Discrimination Study: QUS of the Radius and the Calcaneum
D. Hans, L. Genton, S. Allaoua, C. Pichard, D. Slosman
Nuclear Medicine, Geneva University Hospital, (Geneva), CH, Published 2003

Differential effects of hormone replacement therapy on bone mineral density and axial transmission ultrasound measurements in cortical bone
K.M. Knapp, G.M. Blake, T.D. Spector, I. Fogelman
Guy’s Hospital, London, UK, Published 2003

Bone Status in Patients with Lactase Deficiency
E. Segal, L. Dvorkin, A. Lavi, B. Raz, S. Ish-Shalom
Rambam Medical Center, (Haifa), Israel, Presented 2002

Biomechanical Validation of Quantitative Ultrasound
G. Whan, R. J. Runciman, M. B. Hurtig
University of Guelph, (Ontario), Canada, Presented 2002

Comparison of Mechanical Response Tissue Analysis of the Ulna Bone with Quantitative Ultrasound and Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry
C. C. Dijokoto, S. D. Waldman, M. D. Grynpas, A. M. Cheung
University of Toronto, Mount Sinai Hospital (Toronto), Ontario, Canada, Presented 2002

Determination of the In Vivo Precision of Sunlight Omnisense Bone Sonometer in Italy
R. Mora, L. Pedrotti, B. Bertani
Department of Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Pavia University, Italy, Presented 2002

An Osteoporosis Clinical Study of Female Postmenopausal Population In Refugees From Abkhazia
A. Kistauri, M. Zodelava, T. Mamaladze, N. TskhovrebashVili
Revlway Central Clinical Hospital, Tbilisi State Medical University, (Tbilisi), Georgia, Published 2002
Prospective Evaluation of Hip-Fracture Risk in Institutionalized Elderly by Measurement of Ultrasonic Velocity at the Radius and Phalanx
H. Dobnig, A. Fahrleitner, C. J. Piswanger-Sölkner, B. Obermayer-Pietsch, G. Leb
Karl Franzens University, (Graz), Austria, Presented 2002

Bone Mineral Density at the Hip And Tibia and Speed of Sound at the Tibia in Spinal Cord Injured
L. M. Giangregorio, C. E. Webber, S. M. Phillips, A. L. Hicks, N. McCartney
McMaster University, (Hamilton) Ontario, Canada, Presented 2002

Can the WHO Criteria Be Applied to Multi-Site Axial Transmission Quantitative Ultrasound?
K. M. Knapp, G. M. Blake, I. Yaniv, T. D. Spector, I. Fogelman
Guy’s Hospital, St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK, Presented 2002

Comparison of Ultrasound Measurements Versus DXA in Elderly Patients with Recent Fractures
N. A. Zobor, M. Greitbauer, D. Muller, P. Pietschmann, V. Vecsei
Dept. of Traumatology, University of Vienna, Medical School, Vienna, Austria, Presented 2002

Device Specific Weighted T-Score for Five Ultrasound Devices: Swiss Recommendations
D. Hans, F. Hart, M. A. Krieg
University Hospitals of Geneva, Basel and Lausanne, Switzerland, Presented 2002

Multisite Quantitative Ultrasound: Colles’ Fracture Discrimination in Postmenopausal Women
K.M. Knapp, G.M. Blake, I. Fogelman, D.V. Doyle, T.D. Spector
Kings and st. Thomas' Medical School, Guy’s Hospital, (London), UK, Published 2002

North American Male Reference Population for Speed of Sound in Bone at Multiple Skeletal Sites
Mac Master University Medical Center,, (Ontario), Canada,Published 2002

Measurement of Bone Adjacent to Tibial Shaft Fracture
S.C. Findlay, R. Eastell and B.M. Ingle
Division of Clinical Sciences, University of Sheffield, (Sheffield), UK, Published 2002

Early Postmenopausal Bone Loss in Hyperthyroidism
A. Ben-Shlomo, P. Hagag, S. Evans, M. Weiss
Hassaf Harofeh Medical Center, Zerifin, Israel

Does Combining Sites Improve Fracture Discrimination?
K.M. Knapp, G.M. Blake, T.D. Spector & I. Fogelman
St. Thomas' Hospital, London, UK, Presented 2003

Comparison of hand BMD, wrist and finger quantitative ultrasound (QUS) for assessing radiological progression in rheumatoid arthritis
L. Mackenzie, A. Stewart, A. Black, D.M. Reid
University of Aberdeen, Grampian University Hospital Trust, Aberdeen, UK, Presented 2001

Does SOS Reflect Different Characteristics than BMD Parameters of Bone in Patients with SLE?
Evaluation of Bone Status in Patients Undergoing Total Hip Arthroplasty For Osteoarthritis - Results of a Multisite Quantitative Ultrasound Study
G. Möller, M. Akdemir
Hamburg University School of Medicine, Hamburg, Germany, Presented 2001

Bone Loss Following Fracture of the Tibial Shaft
S.C. Findlay, R. Eastell, B.M. Ingle
Division of Clinical Sciences, Sheffield University, Sheffield, UK, Presented 2001

Assessment of Tibial Speed of Sound Measurement in Varsity Cross-country Runners
J. Holliday, J.P. Dickey, M.B. Hurtig, S. Gawron
University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, Presented 2001

Bone Gain after Surgical Cure of Primary Hyperparathyroidism Is Demonstrated by Quantitative Ultrasound
Rambam Medical Center, Haifa, Israel, Presented 2001

Prediction of Fracture Load: A Chicken Tibia Model of Impending Fracture Using Ultrasound Densitometry
R. S. Yang, C. H. Lin, T. H. Huang, S. J. Lin
National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, Presented 2001

Intra- and Inter-operator Precision at the Radius and Phalanx using Multi-site QUS
Guy’s Hospital, St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK, Presented 2001

Test of Equivalence: Application to a Biomedical Diagnostic System
D. Geva, T. Schwartz, Y. Niv
Research Department of Sunlight Medical, Israel, Presented 2001

Hip Fracture Discrimination with Sunlight OmnisenseTM - A Meta-analysis Report
M. Weiss, K. Knapp, D. Hans,
Assaf Arloeh (Israel), St. Thomas Hospital (London), Geneva University (CH)

Role of Quantitative Examination of Bones (Sunlight Omnisense) in Discrimination of Women with Low Fracture-Risk Despite Low BMD (Dexa)
L. Papierska, W. Misiorowski, S. Zgliczyñski
Medical Center for Postgraduate Medicine, Warsaw, Poland, Presented 2001

Differential Effects of Multi-site SOS and DXA on Cortical Bone with HRT
K.M. Knapp, G.M. Blake, T.D. Spector, I. Fogelman
St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK, Presented 2001

Usefulness of Quantitative Ultrasound for Early Detection of Bone Mass Change
Yonsei University, Yonsey, Korea, Presented 2001

Penetrating the Bone - An Innovation in Osteoporosis Diagnosis: A Unique Ultrasound Device (in Hebrew)
I. Yaniv, L. Tsoref
Research Department Sunlight Medical (Israel), Presented 2001
A Comparison of UK Reference Data and Manufacturers Reference Data for Multi-Site QUS
Guy's Hospital, Twin Research Unit (London), Assaf Arofeh (Israel), Published 2001

Can a large Caucasian population based recruitment without exclusion criteria be used to build a reference database
D. Hans, D. Geva, G. Conicella, D.O. Slosman
Geneva University Hospital, Geneva, CH, Presented 2001

The Heritability of Cortical Bone Quality Using Multi-Site Ultrasound: A Twin Study
Guy's and St. Thomas Hospitals, London, UK, Presented 2000

The Heritability of SOS and BMD a Comparative Study between Multi-site Ultrasound and DXA: A Twin Study
K.M. Knapp, T. Andrew, G.M. Blake, I. Fogelman, T.D. Spector
Guy's and St. Thomas Hospitals, London, UK, Presented 2000

The Value of Multi-Site Cortical QUS Measurements to Evaluate Bone Diseases Due to Chronic Renal Failure
J.A. Sisson de Castro, J. A. Costa, M.C. Foss
Hospital de Clinica de Porto Alegre, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, Presented 2000

Effect of Long-Term Basketball Training on Bone Quantitative Ultrasound Velocity in Young Women
Z. Bronshtein, L. Zigel, O. Paz, B. Falk
Wingate Institute, Netanya, Israel, Presented 2000

Bone Quality in Women with Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) Assessed by Multisite Quantitative Ultrasonogrophy:
C. Egsmose, C. Suetta, O.R. Madsen
Dispjeberg University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark, Presented 2000

Higher Tibial Ultrasound Velocity in Young Adult Female Basketball Players
B. Falk, L. Zigel, Z. Bronstein, O. Paz
Wingate Institute, Netanya, Israel, Presented 2000

The Relationship Between Clinically Available Techniques for Assessment of Skeletal Status of the Forearm and Failure Load of the Distal Radius
M.E. Muller, W.D. Bartholomew, C.E. Webber, M.L. Bouxsien
Hamilton Health Sciences Corporation, Ontario, Canada, Beth Israel Deaconess Center, Boston, USA

Effect of Age, Anatomic Site and Soft Tissue on Quantitative Ultrasound
S. Pearce, M.B. Hurtig, J. Runciman, J. Dickey
University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, Presented at 22° ASBMR, Toronto 2000

Which Cortical Properties Affect Axial Transmission Quantitative Ultrasound Parameters?

Gender Difference in the Usefulness of QUS for Early Detection of Osteopenia
Yonsei University, Yonsey, Korea, Presented at 22° ASBMR, Toronto 2000

Osteoporosis Risk IndexTM (ORITM): Combined Multi-Site Measurements for Better Discrimination of Ost. Fractures
I. Yaniv, M. Weiss, D. Geva, A. Ben-Shlomo, P. Hagag, Y. Niv
Assaf Harofeh Medical Center (Israel), Presented at 22° ASBMR, Toronto 2000
- **Evaluation of Radial and Phalangeal Bone Ultrasound Measurements In 2171 Institutionalized Elderly Women and Men Living in Austria**
  H. Dobnig, A. Fahrleitner, C. Piswanger-Sölkner, G. Leb
  *Karl Franzens University, Graz, Austria, Presented at Int. Conference Bone & Mineral Research, 2000*

- **Comparison of Calcaneus Versus Radius Quantitative Ultrasound Devices: Preliminary Results of the Hip Fracture Discrimination Study**
  *Geneva University Hospital, Geneva, CH, Presented at 22nd ASBMR, Toronto 2000*

- **Canadian Male Normative Speed of Sound Database for the Sunlight Omnisense Bone Sonometer**
  *Hamilton Health Center, Midtown Medical Center, University of British Columbia, Vancouver Hospital*

- **Quantitative Ultrasound: Intra and Inter Precision in a Multi-Center Study Against its Potential Monitoring Ability**
  D. Hans, H. Resch, M. Weiss, R.S. Lorenc, C. Perron, A. Figueiral, D.O. Slosman
  *Geneva Univ., St.Vincent Hospital Vienna, Children Health Institute Warsaw, Presented at ISCD 2000*

- **Early Effect of Alendronate or Raloxifene Treatment in Osteoporotic Women Monitored by Multi-site QUS**
  M. Weiss, E. Segal, A. Ben Shlomo, P. Hagag, S. Ish Shalom
  *Assaf Arofeh Medical Center, Rambam Medical Center, Israel, Presented at ASBMR 2000*

- **The Importance of Precision - New Hopes for Monitoring Osteoporosis Treatment by QUS**
  M. Weiss, E. Segal, S. Ish Shalom
  *Assah Arofeh Medical Center, Rambam Medical Center (Israel), Pres. World Congress on Osteoporosis 2000*

- **Prediction of Femoral Failure Load from Femoral BMD and Ultrasonic Velocity at the Femur, Radius and Phalanx**
  M.L. Bouxsein, P.H.F. Nicholson, D.M. Rossler, S. Ashkenazi, I. Yaniv
  *Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA, Presented 21st ASBMR St. Louis 1999*

- **Does Side Dominance Affect Bone SOS Results Measured by Axial Transmission Ultrasonography?**
  R. Levin, A. Danieli, C. Singal, I. Y. Niv
  *Boston Medical School, Boston, USA, Presented at The 3rd Congress on Osteoporosis Xi'an 1999*

- **QUS Derived Speed of Sound and Cortical Bone Structure**
  H. Sievanen, S. Cheng
  *UKK Institute, Tampere, University of Jyvaskyla, Finland, Presented at 21 ASBMR St. Louis 1999*

- **Temperature Effect on Speed of Sound Measurements at the Third Proximal Phalanx**
  I. Yaniv, T. Schwartz, Y. Niv
  *Research Department Sunlight Medical, Israel, Presented at the 3rd Congress on Osteoporosis, 1999*

- **SOS and BMD T-Scores of Low Trauma Fractured Women: The WHO Criteria as Applied to Osteoporotic Patients**
  S. Ish-Shalom, I. Yaniv, C. Singal, Y. Niv
  *Rambam Medical Center, Haifa, Israel, Presented at the 3rd Congress on Osteoporosis, 1999*

- **A Comparison Between Ultrasonic Velocity and DXA Measurements of Distal Radius in Post Menopausal Women**
  F. Busato, L. Sartori, S. Giannini, P. Corro, G. Crepaldi
  *University of Padova, CNR Institute, Padova, Italy, Presented at 21st ASBMR St. Louis 1999*

- **Multiple Site Ultrasound Measurements Predict Vertebral Fractures in Postmenopausal Women**
  K.M. Knapp, G.M. Blake, I. Fogelman, T.D. Spector
  *Guy's Hospital and St. Thomas' Hospital, London, UK Presented at 21st ASBMR St. Louis 1999*
Discrepancies in Osteoporosis Prevalence at Different Skeletal sites: Would It Be Rational to Combine Different Sites?
D. Hans
*Geneva University, CH, University of California, San Francisco, USA*, 11 Int. Workshop Calcified Tissue 1999

Ultrasound Measurements at the Radius Predict Wrist Fractures in Postmenopausal Women
K.M. Knapp, G.M. Blake, I. Fogelman, T.D. Spector
*Guy’s Hospital and St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK, Annual Meeting on Bone and Tooth Society 1999*

Comparison Of Speed Of Sound Measurements In Multiple Bone Sites And Ages Using Omnisense Device
*University of California, San Francisco, USA, Presented at 21° ASBMR St. Louis 1999*

Assessment Of Speed Of Sound Measurements In Multiple Bone Sites And Ages Using Omnisense Device
*University of California, San Francisco, USA, Presented at 21° ASBMR St. Louis 1999*

Assessment of Proximal Hip Fracture Risk by Quantitative Ultrasound Measurement at the Radius
M. Weiss, A. Ben-Shlomo, P. Hagag, S. Ish-Shalom
*Assaf Arofeh Medical Center, Rambam Medical Center, Israel, Presented at 21° ASBMR 1999*

Normative Speed of Sound Database of a Novel Multi-Site Quantitative Bone Ultrasound Device
M. Weiss
*Endocrine Institute Zerifin, Israel, Presented at ASBMR 1999*

Multi-site Bone Ultrasound Measurements on a North American Reference Population
D.L. Kendler, H.K. Genant, M. McClung, C. Rosen, N. Watts
*Univ British Columbia, Vancouver, Emory Univ, Atlanta, Univ of California, 63 American College Reumath.*

Can the WHO Osteoporosis Criteria Be Applied to Ultrasound Measurements?
S. Ish-Shalom, I. Yaniv, C. Singal, Y. Niv
*Rambam Medical Center, Israel, Presented at 11 Int. Workshop Calcified Tissue, 1999*

Quantitative Ultrasound Measurements Detect Skeletal Changes in Cortical Bone Following HRT Use
K.M. Knapp, C. Singl, G.M. Blake, I. Fogelman, T.D. Spector
*Guy’s Hospital and St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK, Presented at 11 Int. Workshop Calcified Tissue, 1999*

Thyroid Dysfunctional State Detected by QUS Measurements at Multiple Skeletal Sites
*Assaf Arofeh Medical Center, Zerifin, Israel, Presented at 2° ASBMR-IBMS Meeting, California 1998*

The Biomechanical Properties of the Phalanx Assessed by an In-Vivo Quantitative Ultrasound Technique
*Assaf Arofeh Medical Center, Zerifin, Israel, Presented at 2° ASBMR-IBMS Meeting, California 1998*

Discrimination of Vertebral Fractures by QUS Measurements Performed at Multiple Skeletal Sites
S. Ish-Shalom, E. Segal, C. Singal, T. Schwartz, Y. Niv, A. Danilei
*University of California, San Francisco, USA, Rambam Medical Center, Pres. 2° ASBMR-IBMS Meeting, 1998*

Discrimination Between Osteoporotic Non-Vertebral Fractures and Age Matched Controls Using the Omnisense Clinical Ultrasound Device
*University of California, San Francisco, USA, Rambam Medical Center, Pres. 2° ASBMR-IBMS Meeting, 1998*

Discrimination Between Hip Fractures and Age Matched Controls Using a Commercialized Multi-Site Quantitative Ultrasound Device
*University of California, San Francisco, USA, Rambam Medical Center, Pres. 2° ASBMR-IBMS Meeting, 1998*
Preliminary Results of the Sunlight Omnisense™: In-Vivo and In-Vitro Precision and Correlation With DXA
K. Knapp, C. Singal, G. M. Blake, I. Fogelman
Guy's Hospital, London, UK, Presented 2° ASBMR-IBMS Meeting, California, 1998

Clinical Studies in Pediatric:

Applicability of quantitative ultrasonography of the radius and tibia in HIV-infected children and adolescents
Department of Pediatrics Sacco Hospital, Milan, Italy; Presented at CROI 2008, Boston, USA, Feb 2008

Changes in Bone Metabolism in HIV-infected children
Maccarubi A, Pedrotti L, Mora R, Lazzaroni C
Pavia University, Milan, Italy; Published on “G.I.O.T. 2006” 32:155-160

Quantitative ultrasound measurement of bone density DMD and SMA patients
Berardinelli, Gomi K, Pedrotti L, Mora R, Bertani B, Fazzi E
Pavia University, Milan, Italy; Presented at 11 Int Congress of Muscle Society, Bruges, Belgium October 2006

Ultrasound bone densitometry in children and adolescents; Italian reference curves with multi-site device Omnisense
Pedrotti L, Mora R, Bertani B, Tuvo G, Galli GB, Pazzano S, Quattini, Crivellari I.
Pavia University (Milan), Italy. Published on “Pediatric Medical Chir” July 2007

Effect of socio-economic status on bone density in children; comparison of two schools by QUS measurement
Gocke-kustal Y, Atalay A, Sonel-Tur B.
Hacettepe Univ., Ankara, Turkey; Published on “Journal of pediatrics Endocrin Metabolism” January 2007

Effects of nutrition, puberty, and gender on bone ultrasound measurements in adolescents and young adults
Pettinato AA, Loud KJ, Bristol SK, Feldman HA. Gordon CM
Published on “Journal of Adolescents Health” December 2006

Longitudinal changes in lower limb length (LLL) and tibial speed of sound (tSOS) in preterm infants
St. Mary’s Hospital, University of Manchester, UK, 10 Spring Meeting of The Royal College, University of York

Evaluation of Bone Density and Metabolism in Girls with Precocious and Early Puberty During Treatment with GnRHa Agonist
A. Assa, M. Weiss, A. Mor, A. Bar-Chaim, L. Tsoref, T. Schwartz, T. Bistrizer
Assaf Harofeh Medical Center (Israel), Presented Annual Meeting Israel Society for Pediatric, Israel 2006

Assessment of Bone Status and Calcium Intake in Children with Minor Trauma Fractures Using Quantitative Ultrasound: Measurement at the Radius and the Tibia
N. Ish-Shalom, A. Brecher, G.S. Rozen, M. Eidelman, D. Keret, S. Ish-Shalom
Carmel Medical Center, Rambam Medical Center, Maccabi Health Service (Israel) Presented 2006

Examination of infant bone status with quantitative ultrasound at birth
Liao XP, Zhang WL, He JM, Sun JH, Huang P.
Shanghai Institute for Pediatric Research, Xinhua Hospital, Shangai Medical University, China, Published 2005

Evaluation of a new multi-site QUS device - short- and long-term precision and normative data for Caucasian girls
A. Oldenburg, O. Bock, D. Felsenberg
Presented at 2005 PAS Annual Meeting, Washington DC, USA

A longitudinal study of lower limb length and tibial speed of sound in preterm infants: relationship with biochemical markers of bone turnover
J. May, J. Dutton, J. Morris, W. Fraser, A. Emmerson and Z. Mughal
St. Mary’s Hospital, University of Manchester, Royal Liverpool Hospital, UK, Pres. At ICCBH 2005, Italy

Longitudinal Monitoring of Bone by Quantitative Multisite Ultrasound in Patients with Crohn’s Disease
Z. Zadik, T. Sinai, R. Reifen
Hadassah Medical School, Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel), Publ. Journal of Clinical Gastr, Feb 2005

Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry Is More Dependent on Body Size and Composition than Quantitative Ultrasound in Measuring Bone Status in Children
D. Wang and S.A. Atkinson
Pediatrics McMaster University, Canada, Pres at 2005 SPR Annual Meeting, Washington DC, USA
Bone Strength in Growth Hormone Treated and Untreated Children with Different GH Secretory Status
Z. Zadik, A. Zung
Hadassah Medical School, Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel), Publ. Osteoporosis Intern. Dec 2005

Longitudinal monitoring of bone accretion measured by quantitative multi-site ultrasound (QUS) of bones in patients with delayed puberty (a pilot study)
Z. Zadik, T. Sinai, A. Zung, R. Reifen
Hadassah Medical School, Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel), Publ. Osteoporosis Intern. Dec 2004

Bone Quantitative Ultrasound and Bone Mineral Density in Children with Celiac Disease

Higher tibial quantitative ultrasound in young female swimmers
Wingate Institute, Israel, Published in British Sports Medicine Aug. 2004

Bone ultrasound velocity of appropriately grown for gestational age concordant twins
Y. Littner, D. Mandel, S. Cohen, F.B. Mimouni, S. Dollberg
Sourasky Medical Center, Tel-Aviv University, Israel, Publ. in American J of Perinatology, Jul 2004

Assessment of Osteoporosis by Quantitative Ultrasound versus Dual Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry in Children with Chronic Rheumatic Diseases
C. Hartman, R. Shamir, O. Eshach-Adiv, G. losilevsky, R. Brik
Meyer’s Children Hospital of Haifa, Israel, Publ. J of Rheumatology, May 2004

Bone Mass Evaluation in Children - Comparison Between Methods
F. B. Mimouni, Y. Littner
Lis Maternity Hospital and the Sakler School of Medicine, Tel-Aviv, Israel, Publ. in Pediatric Endocr Rev 2004

Bone turnover markers and bone strength during the first weeks of life in very low birth weight premature infants
Meyer Hospital, Sapir Medical Center, Israel, Publ. in J of Perinatal Medicine 2004

Quantitative Ultrasound Measurements in Children and Adolescents with: Type 1 Diabetes
J. Damilakis, E. Galanakis, D. Mamoaulakis, S. Syrakis, N. Gourtsoyiannis
University of Crete, Iraklon, Greece, Presented at Calcified Tissue International, 2004

Bone quantitative ultrasound and nutritional status in severely handicapped institutionalized children and adolescents
C. Hartman, R. Brik, A. Tamir, J. Merrick, R. Shamir
Meyer’s Children Hospital, Israel, Published in Clinical Nutrition, Feb 2004

Decreased Bone Ultrasound Velocity in Large-for-Gestational-Age Infants
Y. Littner, D. Mandel, F.B. Mimouni, S. Dollberg
Lis Maternity Hospital and the Sakler School of Medicine, Tel-Aviv, Israel, Publ. in J of Perinatology, 2004
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